
If you're passionate about data, machine learning, analytics, and software development, value

teamwork, and enjoy collaborative projects, we'd love to meet you. If you thrive on diverse data

projects and enjoy sharing your knowledge, we look forward to getting to know you. Join us on our

journey towards success in the �eld of Data and Analytics at Parsionate.

Senior Data Engineer (all genders)

What you can expect:

You will take on technical project

responsibility in the Data and

Analytics domain at Parsionate,

guiding our customers towards

success, particularly in the areas

of Cloud and Data Engineering

Your skillset:

You have successfully completed

your studies in Computer Science,

Mathematics, Physics, or a related

�eld

You have gained several years of

practical experience as a Data



You will design and implement

scalable data pipelines,

incorporating data from various

sources to deliver �nished

solutions

Collaborating with Data Scientists

and Analysts, you will

conceptualize data solutions,

implement them, and ensure

continuous and e�cient operation

You will monitor, maintain, and

expand our AI infrastructure in the

Cloud

In addition to implementing

solutions, you will share your

expertise within the organization,

advising our customers on

Microservices and associated tools

Occasionally, you will support the

sales team in presales situations

You'll work in an agile

environment where you have a

say in which tasks you tackle

Engineer with a focus on Machine

Learning

You can e�ectively communicate

with our customers, bridging the

gap between the technical and

business worlds

You are familiar with and utilize

current technologies for operating

Data Science solutions in the

Cloud (such as Docker,

Kubernetes, Terraform)

You possess deep knowledge of

current programming concepts,

such as Design Patterns or data

structures, using Python. When

you hear CD, you don't

immediately think of an outdated

storage medium

Ideally, you have experience with

common Data Science stacks (like

Sklearn or Ml�ow) and pro�ciency

in common software tools (Git,

PyCharm)

You enjoy working with data

visualization tools (e.g., PowerBI).

DevOps topics excite you, and you

keep yourself up to date

You are open, communicative,

enjoy teamwork, and take

pleasure in sharing knowledge

You have excellent written and

verbal communication skills in

both German and English.

About Parsionate

Parsionate advises companies, unlocking their potentials or co-creating entirely new solutions with them.

All based on data and its possibilities. We call it Data Leadership. With our expertise, we focus on the

bene�ts and successes we generate for our customers and partners. That's precisely why Parsionate works

"end-to-end" – from strategy development to full technological implementation. Over 200 experts work on

this mission at our Parsionate locations across Europe. Become a part of it.



parsionate GmbH

Helen Roth

Motorstraße 25

70499 Stuttgart

working@parsionate.com

Jetzt Bewerben Über WhatsApp bewerben

https://parsionate-gmbh.onlyfy.jobs/apply/6y008jbq5mh94lcge2ff96aklbtmprj
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